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Abstract: The paper presents the method of model checking applied to veriﬁcation of persuasive inter-agent communication. The model checker Perseus is
designed on the basis of a logic of actions and graded beliefs AG n introduced
by Budzyńska and Kacprzak. The software tool makes it possible to semantically verify satisfaction of AG n formulas which describe diﬀerent properties of
a multi-agent system in a given model, and to perform parametric veriﬁcation
that enables searching for answers to questions about these properties.
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1. Introduction
The common method of veriﬁcation of multi-agent systems is model
checking technique (see e.g. [9, 11, 15]). The paper presents how this method can be applied to examine the properties of inter-agent persuasive
communication. A software tool designed to verify persuasion in multi-agent
systems is called Perseus [6]. It is built upon the Logic of Actions and Graded Beliefs AG n [2]. The Perseus model checker oﬀers two main options of
investigation. First, it can semantically verify satisfaction of formulas of the
AG n language which describe properties of persuasion in a given model. In
this case, the tool performs the standard model checking. Second, it can
search for answers to questions of three kinds – questions about the degrees
of uncertainty, questions about the sequence of arguments that should be
executed and questions about the agents participating in the process of persuasion. In this case, the tool uses the new method of parametric veriﬁcation
introduced by Budzyńska, Kacprzak and Rembelski [6].
The most typical kind of inter-agent persuasive communication is
persuasion dialogue [16]. It is a dialogue of which initial situation is a conﬂict of opinion and the aim is to resolve this conﬂict and thereby inﬂuence
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the change of agents’ beliefs or commitments (i.e. beliefs declared by an
agent). This rises a general question about what impact on beliefs and commitments has a given persuasion. In consequence, we may ask about the
degree and the scenario of belief and commitment changes, the factors that
inﬂuence them, the strength of diﬀerent types of arguments and their arrangements, the credibility of persuader, the strategies that allow the victory
in a dialogue game etc.
Formal systems for dialogues are often built in a game-theoretic
style, i.e. speech acts performed in a dialogue are treated as moves in
a dialogue game and rules for their appropriateness are formulated as
rules of the game (see [13] for an overview). In this paper, we present the
application of veriﬁcation methods to a persuasion dialogue system introduced by Prakken [12]. A dialogue system for argumentation is deﬁned as
a pair (L; D), where L is a logic for defeasible argumentation and D is
a dialogue system proper. A logic for defeasible argumentation L is a tuple
(Lt , R, Args, →), where Lt (the topic language) is a logical language, R is
a set of inference rules over Lt , Args (the arguments) is a set of AND-trees
of which the nodes are in Lt and the AND-links are inferences instantiating
rules in R, and → is a binary relation of defeat deﬁned on Args. For any
argument A, prem(A) is the set of leaves of A (its premises) and conc(A)
is the root of A (its conclusion).
A dialogue system proper is a triple D = (Lc ; P ; C) where Lc (the communication language) is a set of locutions (utterances), P is a protocol
for Lc , and C is a set of eﬀect (commitment) rules of locutions in Lc , specifying the eﬀects of the locutions on the participants’ commitments. Agents
may perform ﬁve types of communication moves (dialogue actions) in
a dialogue game: claim(α) – the speaker asserts that α is the case, why(α)
– the speaker challenges α and asks for reasons why it would be the case,
concede(α) – the speaker admits that α is the case, retract(α) – the speaker
declares that he is not committed (any more) to α, argue(A) – the speaker
provides an argument A. Every utterance from Lc can inﬂuence participants commitments. C(d, i) denotes a player i’s commitments at a stage
of a dialogue d. In a dialogue game, an agent may adopt a strategy to achieve
a desired goal which could be to make its adversary become committed to
the agent’s claim (see e.g. [10], [14], [1]).1
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
the model checking technique. Section 3 shows the AG n logic. Section 4
1 For present purposes a more detailed deﬁnitions are not needed. For the full details
the reader is referred to [12].
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presents the model checker Perseus. Finally, Section 5 discusses the types
of properties of persuasion that may be veriﬁed by the Perseus system.

2. The model checking technique
The commonly applied method which allows for semantic veriﬁcation
of multi-agent systems and thus their communication is model checking.
Model checking is considered as a one of the most spectacular applications
of computer science. Testing the correctness of a given software system
under their correctness conditions (i.e. speciﬁcation) is crucial task which
must be solved before this system will ﬁnd the application in commercial
exploitation. Potential non detected errors in programs like decision support
for air traﬃc control or quality control can have ﬁnancial eﬀects or could be
a threat to health or life of people. Computer simulations and computations
allow for avoiding very expensive and time-consuming experiments. The
main problem which appears in automatic veriﬁcation is state explosion
problem. There are diverse methods for dealing with this problem. However,
in practice, the most eﬀective results bring application of symbolic methods
based on satisﬁability of propositional formulas.
Model checking is the decision problem that takes either a program P or
its more extensive representation MP (as a transition system), and a logical
speciﬁcation α which truth value should be determined. Then, the model
checking problem for P asks whether MP , s |= α for a given state s of
the model MP . The model checking experiments executed by Walton have
focused on the termination of Multi-Agent Protocol (in particular, auction
protocols) [15]. The key diﬀerence between this approach and our research
is that we want to verify the behavior of a whole multi-agent system, and
not the properties of a language. We focus on the question what eﬀects the
dialogue actions can bring for a system, rather than the questions such as
e.g. if an agent sends a sincere message. For instance, we want to ask what
is the most eﬀective (e.g. the shortest) sequence of speech acts that enables
an agent i to achieve his goal (e.g. to persuade his opponent ī to accept i’s
topic t).
For veriﬁcation of dialogue games we use the model checker called Perseus [7]. Veriﬁcation of epistemic and temporal formulas can be performed
by other software tools like VerICS [9] or MCMAS [11], however, the important advantage of the Perseus system is that it performs not only pure
model checking, but also parametric veriﬁcation. It means that, given a model of a system, it can test automatically whether this model meets a given
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speciﬁcation or given an input expressions with unknowns it can determine
for which values of these unknowns the obtained logical formula is true in
this model. Furthermore, Perseus is not limited to veriﬁcation of formulas
with epistemic and dynamic operators, but is already designed and adjusted
to analyze phenomena related to agents persuasive actions with the use of
graded doxastic modalities and with probabilistic modalities.

3. Logic of actions and graded beliefs AG n
In this section, we present the Logic of Actions and Graded Beliefs
AG n [2] extended with the components needed for representation of Prakken’s dialogue system [3] and probabilistic beliefs [7].
3.1. Formal syntax of the language
Let Agt = {1, . . . , n} be a set of names of agents, V0 be a set of proposiv
tional variables, Πph
0 a set of physical actions, and Π0 a set of verbal actions.
Further, let ; denote a programme connective which is a sequential composition operator. It enables to compose schemes of programs deﬁned as ﬁnite
sequences of atomic actions: a1 ; . . . ; ak . Intuitively, the program a1 ; a2 for
a1 , a2 ∈ Πph
0 means “Do a1 , then do a2 ”. The set of all schemes of physical
programs we denote by Πph . In similar way, we deﬁne a set Πv of schemes
of programs constructed over Πv0 . The set of F all well-formed expressions
of the extended AG n is given by the following Backus-Naur form:
α ::= p|¬α|α ∨ α|Mik α|Pi (α) ≥ q|3(i : P )α|Ci α|
hiiGα|hiiq Gα|hhiiiGα|hiif Gα|hiiqf Gα|hhiiif Gα|hhiiiXα|hhiiiαUβ,
where p ∈ V0 , k ∈ N, q ∈ [0, 1], i ∈ Agt, P ∈ Πph or P ∈ Πv and f is
a strategy.
We use also the following abbreviations:
– Bik α for ¬Mik ¬α,
– M !ki α where M !0i α ⇔ ¬Mi0 α, M !ki α ⇔ Mik−1 α ∧ ¬Mik α, if k > 0,
– M !ki 1 ,k2 α for M !ik1 α ∧ M !ki 2 (α ∨ ¬α),
– (i : P )α for ¬3(i : P )¬α.
– Pi (ω) > q, Pi (ω) = q, Pi (ω) < q, Pi (ω) ≤ q deﬁned from Pi (ω) ≥ q
in the classical way.
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3.2. Some intuitions
Intuitions concerning the most frequently used AG n formulas is described below. The belief formula M !ki 1 ,k2 α says that an agent i considers
k2 doxastic alternatives and in k1 of them α holds. In other words, the agent
i believes α with degree kk21 . The probability formula Pi (α) ≥ q informally
says that the agent i believes with probability higher or equal to q that α
holds. The commitment formula Ci α says that a claim α is a commitment of the agent i. The AG n language contains also dynamic formulas
which allow the representation of physical actions which modify states of
a model, and verbal actions which change a whole model. It means that
physical actions inﬂuence agents’ environment while verbal actions inﬂuence
their perception of the environment. The formula 3(i : P )α says that after
executing a sequence of (persuasion) actions P by the agent i, condition α
may hold. Finally we explain the meaning of strategic formulas. hiiGα
says that there exists a strategy of i and there exists a computation consistent with this strategy such that in all states of this computation α is true.
The formula hiiq Gα expresses that agent i has such a strategy with degree
of success which is higher than q. hhiiiGα expresses that there exists such
a strategy which always leads to success regardless of the other agents’ actions, i.e. the agent i has a winning strategy. The operator hiif Gα says that
for the strategy f there exists a computation consistent with this strategy
such that in all states of this computation α is true. The operator hiiqf Gα
expresses that the strategy f of agent i has degree higher or equal to q. The
last operator we use is hhiiif Gα expresses that the strategy f is a winning
strategy.
3.3. Kripke model
All AG n formulas are interpreted over the semantic model which is an
extended Kripke structure.
Deﬁnition 1
By a semantic model we mean a Kripke structure
M = (Agt, S, RB, I ph , P, C, v)
where
– Agt is a set of agents’ names,
– S is a non-empty set of states (the universe of the structure),
– RB : Agt −→ 2S×S is a doxastic function which assigns to every agent
a binary relation,
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S×S
– I ph : Πph
) is an interpretation of physical actions,
0 −→ (Agt −→ 2
– P : Agt → (S × S → [0, 1]) is a probability (partial) function deﬁned
for every i ∈ Agt and (s, s′ ) ∈ RB(i) such that for every agent i ∈ Agt
P
and s ∈ S, {s′ :(s,s′ )∈RB(i)} P (i)(s, s′ ) = 1,
– C : S × Agt −→ 2F is a commitment function,
– v is a valuation function, v : S −→ {0, 1}V0 .

Function I ph can be extended in a simple way to deﬁne interpreph
tation of any program scheme. Let IΠ
: Πph −→ (Agt −→ 2S×S )
ph
ph
ph
ph
be a function such that IΠph (P1 ; P2 )(i) = IΠ
ph (P1 )(i) ◦ IΠph (P2 )(i) =
ph
ph
{(s, s′ ) ∈ S × S :∃s′′ ∈S ((s, s′′ ) ∈ IΠ
(s′′ , s′ ) ∈ IΠ
ph (P1 )(i) and
ph (P2 )(i))}
ph
for P1 , P2 ∈ Π and i ∈ Agt.
Further, we deﬁne a function I v which is an interpretation for verbal
actions.
Deﬁnition 2
Let CM be a class of models and CMS be a set of pairs (M, s) where
M ∈ CM and s is a state of the model M. An interpretation for verbal
actions I v is a function:
I v : Πv0 −→ (Agt −→ 2CMS×CMS ).
We allow diﬀerent verbal actions to be executed during persuasion process. Therefore, no restrictions on I v are assumed in the general deﬁnition.
An interpretation for verbal actions will obtain diﬀerent speciﬁcations depending on the type of actions and the applications of the formal model.
Moreover, verbal actions do not have to convey a true information. This
is particularly important, if we want to use the formal framework to represent persuasion. Agents may try (successfully or not) to inﬂuence others
using false messages (since they are insincere or have incomplete knowledge).
Thus, we assume that I v does not depend on the truth or falsity conditions
v
of the announced formula. Interpretation IΠ
v of all verbal programs is deﬁph
ned similarly to the function IΠph .
Before the semantics of several kinds of strategy modalities will be deﬁned, we need to formalize the notion of a strategy. Let
δ : CMS × Agt → 2(Π

Ph

∪Πv )

be a function mapping a triple consisting of a model, a state of this model
and an agent to a set of actions. These actions are assumed to be actions
which the agent can perform next. In fact this function determines transition
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function, i.e. indicates models and states of these models reachable from
a given state of a given model by a given agent.
Deﬁnition 3
A computation is a sequence
(M0 , s0 ), (M1 , s1 ), (M2 , s2 ), . . .
such that for every k ≥ 0, there exists an action ak and an agent ik such
that ak ∈ δ(Mk , sk , ik ) and ((Mk , sk ), (Mk+1 , sk+1 )) ∈ I(ak , ik ) where I is
the interpretation of action ak , i.e., I = I ph if ak is a physical action and
I = I v if ak is a verbal action.
Intuitively by a computation we mean a sequence of pairs (Mk , sk ),
a model and a state of this model, such that for every position k,
(Mk+1 , sk+1 ) is a result of performing an action ak by an agent ik at the
state sk of the model Mk .
Deﬁnition 4
By a strategy for an agent i we call a mapping fi : M <∞ → 2M which
assigns to every ﬁnite dialogue d = m0 , m1 , . . . , mk ∈ M <∞ in which it is
i’s turn, i.e., i ∈ T (d), a move m ∈ M such that m ∈ P r(d).
In other words, a strategy function returns a move which is allowed by
the protocol P after a dialogue d where i is to move. We say that a dialogue
d = m0 , m1 , . . . is consistent with a strategy fi iﬀ for every k ≥ 1 if i =
pl(mk ) then mk ∈ fi (m0 , . . . , mk−1 ) and for k = 0 if i = pl(mk ) then
mk ∈ fi (∅), i.e., every move of agent i is determined by the function fi .
Next, we deﬁne the outcomes of fi , i.e., a set of computations which
are consistent with this strategy. Let λ = (M0 , s0 ), (M1 , s1 ), (M2 , s2 ), . . . be
a computation, then
λ ∈ out((M, s), fi ) iﬀ (M0 , s0 ) = (M, s) and
there exists a dialogue d = m0 , m1 , . . . consistent with fi such that
for every k ≥ 0, s(mk ) ∈ δ(Mk , sk , pl(mk ))
and
((Mk , sk ), (Mk+1 , sk+1 )) ∈ I(pl(mk ), s(mk )).
Intuitively, a computation is consistent with a strategy if it is determined
by a dialogue consistent with the strategy.
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3.4. Interpretation of formulas
The semantics of formulas of the AG n logic is deﬁned with respect to
a model M, i.e., for a given structure M = (S, RB, I ph , P, C, v) and a given
state
M, s |= p iﬀ v(s)(p) = 1, for p ∈ V0 ,
M, s |= ¬α iﬀ M, s 6|= α,
M, s |= α ∨ β iﬀ M, s |= α or M, s |= β,
M, s |= Mik α iﬀ |{s′ ∈ S : (s, s′ ) ∈ RB(i) and M, s′ |= α}| > k, k ∈ N,
ph
′
M, s |= 3(i : P )α iﬀ ∃s′ ∈S ((s, s′ ) ∈ IΠ
ph (P )(i) and M, s |= α) for P ∈
′ ′
ph
v
Π
or ∃(M′ ,s′ )∈CMS
(((M, s), (M , s )) ∈ IΠv (P )(i) and M′ , s′ |=
α) for P ∈ Πv ,

M, s |= Pi (α) ≥ q iﬀ

P

{s′ ∈S|(s,s′ )∈RB(i)

′

and M,s′ |=α} P (i)(s, s ) ≥ q,

M, s |= Ci α iﬀ α ∈ C(s, i),
M, s |= hiiGα iﬀ there exists a strategy fi such that for some computation
λ = (M0 , s0 ), (M0 , s0 ), . . . ∈ out((M, s), fi ), and for all positions k ≥ 0, we
have (Mk , sk ) |= α,
M, s |= hiiq Gα iﬀ there exists a strategy fi such that kk12 ≥ q for k2 being the
number of all computations λ ∈ out((M, s), fi ) and k1 being the number of
computations λ ∈ out((M, s), fi ) in which every state satisfy α,
M, s |= hhiiiGα iﬀ there exists a strategy fi such that for all computations
λ = (M0 , s0 ), (M1 , s1 ), . . . ∈ out((M, s), fi ), and for all positions k ≥ 0, we
have Mk , sk |= α,
M, s |= hiif Gα iﬀ for some computation λ = (M0 , s0 ), (M1 , s1 ), . . . ∈
out((M, s), f ), and for all positions k ≥ 0, we have Mk , sk |= α,
M, s |= hiiqf Gα iﬀ f is a strategy such that kk21 ≥ q for k2 being the number
of all computations λ ∈ out((M, s), f ) and k1 being the number of computations λ ∈ out((M, s), f ) in which every state satisfy α,
M, s |= hhiiif Gα iﬀ for all computations λ = (M0 , s0 ), (M1 , s1 ), . . . ∈
out((M, s), f ), and for all positions k ≥ 0, we have Mk , sk |= α,
M, s |= hhiiiXα iﬀ there exists a strategy fi such that for all computations
λ = (M0 , s0 ), (M1 , s1 ), . . . ∈ out((M, s), fi ), we have M1 , s1 |= α,
M, s |= hhiiiαUβ iﬀ there exists a strategy fi such that for all computations
λ = (M0 , s0 ), (M1 , s1 ), . . . ∈ out(s, fi ), there exists a position k ≥ 0 such
that Mk , sk |= β and for all positions 0 ≤ j < k, we have Mj , sj |= α.
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Based on commitment rules deﬁned in [12] we introduce a speciﬁcation
of dialogue actions. Since speech acts are verbal actions they move a system
from a model M to a new model M′ . For instance, an action claim(α) performed at a state s of a model M moves a multi-agent system to a model M′
in which a new commitment function C ′ is deﬁned in such a way that the
new set of commitments of the performer of the action at s equals to the
old one enriched with α. Notice that claim and concede are two diﬀerent
speech acts and are used with two diﬀerent intentions. An agent “claims α”
when he publicly announces that he is committed to α. Whereas, an agent
“concedes α” when he agrees with his opponent that α holds. Therefore,
it is a reply to an opponent’s argumentation for α. Nevertheless, formal
speciﬁcation of these actions is exactly the same. Formally, they both add
a formula α to the set of commitments of the performer. A formal deﬁnition
of interpretation of dialogue actions I v is as follows:
1. claim:
((M, s), (M′ , s)) ∈ I v (claim(α))(i) iﬀ M′ = (S, RB, I ph , v, C ′ )
where
– C ′ (s, i) = C(s, i) ∪ {α} and
– C ′ (s′ , i′ ) = C(s′ , i′ ) for s′ 6= s or i′ 6= i,
2. concede:
((M, s), (M′ , s)) ∈ I v (concede(α))(i) iﬀ
M′ = (S, RB, I ph , v, C ′ )
where
– C ′ (s, i) = C(s, i) ∪ {α} and
– C ′ (s′ , i′ ) = C(s′ , i′ ) for s′ 6= s or i′ 6= i,
3. retract:
((M, s), (M′ , s)) ∈ I v (retract(α))(i) iﬀ M′ = (S, RB, I ph , v, C ′ )
where
– C ′ (s, i) = C(s, i)\{α} and
– C ′ (s′ , i′ ) = C(s′ , i′ ) for s′ 6= s or i′ 6= i,
4. argue:
((M, s), (M′ , s)) ∈ I v (argue(A))(i) iﬀ M′ = (S, RB, I ph , v, C ′ )
where
– C ′ (s, i) = C(s, i) ∪ prem(A) ∪ conc(A)
– C ′ (s′ , i′ ) = C(s′ , i′ ) for s′ 6= s or i′ 6= i,
5. why:
((M, s), (M′ , s)) ∈ I v (why(α))(i) iﬀ M′ = M.
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4. Model checker Perseus
The Perseus system is a software tool designed for an automatic
many-sided analysis of persuasive multi-agent systems. It was designed in
2008 by Budzyńska, Kacprzak and Rembelski and is still developed [6]. Its
aim is to analyze persuasion ability of multi-agent systems given their formal model. Until now, Perseus can deal with features concerning graded
beliefs of agents, probabilistic beliefs of agents and the impact of persuasive
actions on agents’ beliefs and activities.
Given a semantic model M of a system, the task of the Perseus system
is to automatically analyze its properties. It could be done twofold: by model checking or by parametric veriﬁcation. Application of model checking
method allows for testing whether a AG n formula is true in a given state
of the model M . In other words, using model checking technique Perseus
tests whether some speciﬁc property holds in a multi-agent system represented by the model M . Parametric veriﬁcation was introduced by the
authors of the Perseus system. This method allows Perseus to look for answers to questions about diverse properties of systems under consideration
and, in consequence, allows to analyze these systems in an automatic way.
In particular, questions can concern
– agents – is there an agent who can inﬂuence somebody’s beliefs?, who
can do it?, who can achieve a success?
– beliefs and degrees of beliefs – does an agent believe a claim?, what is
a degree of his uncertainty about this claim?
– results of actions – whether a degree of agent’s belief can change after
execution of a given action or sequence of actions?, which actions should
be executed in order to convince an agent that a claim is true?
The system input data of the Perseus tool, i.e. the input question,
is a triple (M, s, φ), where M is a model described by an arbitrary speciﬁcation of a model (see [6]), s is a state of the model M and φ is
the input expression. The input expression is deﬁned by the following BNF:
φ ::= ω|¬φ|φ ∨ φ|Mid φ|3(i : P )φ|Mi? ω|3 (i :?) ω|Pi (ω) ≥?|
M?d ω|3 (? : P ) ω|P? (ω) ≥ q,
where ω ::= p|¬ω|ω ∨ ω|Mid ω|3 (i : P ) ω|Pi (ω) ≥ q and p ∈ V0 , d ∈ N,
P ∈ Πph or P ∈ Πv , i ∈ Agt as well as q ∈ [0; 1]. Therefore the language of
extended AGn logic is a sublanguage of the Perseus system input expressions
(what follows is that other modalities Bid ω, M !di ω, M !di 1 ,d2 ω,  (i : P ) ω,
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Pi (ω) > q, Pi (ω) = q, Pi (ω) < q, Pi (ω) ≤ q, can be derived in the
standard way).
Perseus system accepts two types of the input expressions:
– unknown free expressions, where grammar productions
Mi? ω|3 (i :?) ω|Pi (ω) ≥?|M?d ω|3 (? : P ) ω|P? (ω) ≥ q
are not allowed,
– one-unknown expression, where only one of the grammar productions
Mi? ω|3 (i :?) ω|Pi (ω) ≥?|M?d ω|3 (? : P ) ω|P? (ω) ≥ q
is allowed.
Next the Perseus system executes a parametric veriﬁcation of an input question, i.e. tests if (both unknown free and one-unknown expressions) and
when (only one-unknown expressions) the expression φ becomes a formula
of the extended AGn logic φ∗ such that M, s |= φ∗ .

Figure 1. The idea of the Perseus system

In case of unknown free expressions we have φ∗ = φ, i.e a standard
model veriﬁcation is done. In the other case a formula φ∗ is obtained
from φ by swapping all ? symbols for appropriate values either from set
{0, 1, . . . |S|} or Agt or Πph or Πv or [0; 1]. Finally the system output data,
i.e the output answer, is given. The output answer is true if M, s |= φ∗
and false otherwise (see Fig. 1). As soon as the output answer is determined, the solution set X for the one-unknown expression is presented,
where:
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– X ⊆ {0, 1, . . . |S|}, for an expression φ with one unknown of type Mi? ω,
2
Bi?ω, M !?i ω, M !?,d
ω, M !id1 ,? ω,
i
– X ⊆ {0, 1, . . . |S|}×{0, 1, . . . |S|}, for an expression φ with one unknown
of type M !?i 1 ,?2 ω,
– X ⊆ Agt, for an expression φ with one unknown of type M?d ω, B?d ω,
M !d? ω, M !d? 1 ,d2 ω, 3 (? : P ) ω,  (? : P ) ω, P? (ω) ≥ q, P? (ω) > q,
P? (ω) = q, P? (ω) < q, P? (ω) ≤ q,
– X ⊆ Πph or X ⊆ Πv , for an expression φ with one unknown of
type3 (i :?) ω,  (i :?) ω,
– X ⊆ [0; 1], for an expression φ with one unknown of type Pi (ω) ≥?,
Pi (ω) >?, Pi (ω) =?, Pi (ω) <?, Pi (ω) ≤?.
In order to ﬁnd an answer to the input question (M, s, φ), the Perseus
system executes the syntax analysis of the expression φ. The analysis is
based on the standard descent recursive method. As a result a syntax tree
of expression φ is created. All inner nodes of such a tree represent either
Boolean operators or AGn logic modalities while all outer nodes stand for
either propositional variables or unknown. The solution for an arbitrary
unknown is reached in the following way:
2
– if an unknown type is Mi? ω, Bi? ω, M !?i ω, M !?,d
ω, M !di 1 ,? ω, M !i?1 ,?2 ω,
i
then the counting method is applied, i.e. all states, which are reachable
via a doxastic relation of the agent i, and in which the claim ω is satisﬁed
or refuted respectively, are counted,

– if an unknown type is M?d ω, B?d ω, M !d? ω, M !d? 1 ,d2 ω, 3 (? : P ) ω,
 (? : P ) ω, P? (ω) ≥ q, P? (ω) > q, P? (ω) = q, P? (ω) < q, P? (ω) ≤ q,
say P? (ω) ≥ q, then for every agent i ∈ Agt the property M, s |=
Pi (ω) ≥ q is tested,
– if an unknown type is 3 (i :?) ω,  (i :?) ω, then a nondeterministic ﬁnite
automaton, which represents all possible argumentation P ∈ Π such
that respectively M, s |= 3 (i : P ) ω or M, s |=  (i : P ) ω holds, is
created,
– if an unknown type is Pi (ω) ≥?, Pi (ω) >?, Pi (ω) =?, Pi (ω) <?,
Pi (ω) ≤?, then the summing method is applied, i.e. probabilistic
coeﬃcients of all states, which are reachable via doxastic relation of the
agent i, and in which the claim ω is satisﬁed or refuted respectively, are
add up.
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If an unknown is a nested type, i.e. it is a part of claim of the extended AGn logic operator, then its solution set is bounded by the outer
modality/modalities. For example, if we consider an input question




M, s,  (i : P ) M !1j Pi (ω) <? ,

then the solution of the unknown Pi (ω) <? is reduced ﬁrstly by the operator M ! and secondly by the operator .

5. The properties of persuasion in multi-agent systems
In this section, we present the important properties of persuasion in
multi-agent systems which could be examined with the use of a modelchecker.
5.1. Inﬂuence on degrees of beliefs
In order to formally verify the properties of persuasion in multi-agent
systems, Perseus searches for answers to questions expressed in the AG n
language. The ﬁrst group of questions ask about the properties of persuasion related to inﬂuencing agents uncertainty. In our model, uncertainty is
represented by two types of operators: graded and probabilistic modalities.
Each of them encodes slightly diﬀerent information. The graded belief formula M !3,5
John p expresses that there are 5 John’s doxastic alternatives and
in 3 of them p holds, while the probabilistic formula PJohn (p) = 0.6 does
not describe local properties of the model with such details, since equally John could allow 50 doxastic alternatives and in 30 of them p would
hold. Thus, in the latter case we are dealing with a loss of the information. In other words, a probabilistic formula says what is the uncertainty
of an agent about a claim, but does not give any reasons. On the other
hand, the probabilistic operator allows the veriﬁcation of questions in which
such a detailed information is not needed, but instead we are interested in
all cases when an agent is uncertain in a speciﬁc degree. For example, we
may ask if it is possible that after a persuasion John will believe a claim
with the degree 0.6 regardless of how many doxastic alternatives he allows
(i.e. no matter if there are 5 John’s doxastic alternatives and in 3 of them
p holds or there are 50 John’s doxastic alternatives and in 30 of them p
holds, and so on).
Perseus can check the property of inﬂuencing agent uncertainty with respect to unknown-free expressions using the standard model-checking technique, e.g. the tool can check whether:
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– M !3i ω, exactly 3 doxastic alternatives of the agent i satisfy the claim ω,
– Mi4 Bj2 ω, in more than 4 doxastic alternatives of the agent i it is true
that in at most 2 doxastic possibilities of the agent j the claim ω is
refuted,
– 3 (i : P ) ω, the execution of the argumentation P by the agent i may
cause that the claim ω is satisﬁed,
–  (i : P ) M !2,4
j ω, the execution of the argumentation P by the agent i
can not cause that it is not true that in exactly 2 doxastic alternatives
of the agent j among exactly 4 his doxastic possibilities the claim ω is
satisﬁed.
The Perseus tool can also check the property of inﬂuencing agent uncertainty with respect to one-unknown expressions using the parametric
veriﬁcation technique, e.g. it can check whether:
– Mi? ω, in more than how many doxastic alternatives of the agent i the
claim ω is satisﬁed?
– M?d ω, for which agent is it true that in more than d of his doxastic
alternatives the claim ω is satisﬁed?
– Bi?ω, in at the most how many doxastic alternatives of the agent i the
claim ω is refuted?
– B?d ω, for which agent is it true that in at most d of his doxastic alternatives the claim ω is refuted?
– M !?i ω, in exactly how many doxastic alternatives of the agent i the
claim ω is satisﬁed?
– M !d? ω, for which agent is it true that in exactly d of his doxastic alternatives the claim ω is satisﬁed?
2
– M !?,d
ω, in exactly how many doxastic alternatives of the agent i, from
i
exactly d2 of his doxastic possibilities, the claim ω is satisﬁed?

– M !di 1 ,? ω, what is an exact number of all doxastic alternatives of the
agent i, where in exactly d1 of them the claim ω is satisﬁed?
– M !?i 1 ,?2 ω, what is an exact number of all doxastic alternatives of the
agent i and in exactly how many of them the claim ω is satisﬁed?
– M !d? 1 ,d2 ω, for which agent is it true that in exactly d1 doxastic alternatives among exactly d2 of his doxastic possibilities the claim ω is
satisﬁed?
– 3 (i :?) ω, for what argumentation is it true that its execution by the
agent i may cause that the claim ω is satisﬁed?
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– 3 (? : P ) ω, for which agent is it true that his execution of the argumentation P may cause the claim ω is satisﬁed?
–  (i :?) ω, for what argumentation is it true that its execution by the
agent i can not cause that the claim ω is refuted?
–  (? : P ) ω, for which agent is it true that his execution of the argumentation P can not cause that the claim ω is refuted?
In particular, the expression Mi?1 ,?2 (3(i : a)M !j10,10 α) asks “What is
a degree of an agent i’s belief that after using an argument a an agent j
will believe α with a degree 10
?”. The other question 3(i : a)Mj?1 ,?2 α means
10
“What will be a degree of an agent j’s belief about α after an argumentation
a performed by an agent i ?” and the question 3(i :?)Mj10,10 α means “What
argumentation should an agent i use to convince an agent j to believe about
α with a degree 10
?”.
10
5.2. Conﬂict of opinion and persuasiveness
The initial condition for persuasion is a conﬂict of opinion [16]. Consider two agents which task is to increase the environment’s temperature as
soon as it drops below 100 C. Assume that one agent is not able to carry out
the task on his own. It is possible only if agents cooperate. In our scenario
a conﬂict will start when one of the agents believes that the temperature
is lower than 100 C while the other does not – possibly because agents use
diﬀerent sources of information and thereby derive diﬀerent conclusions.
Observe that a conﬂict may appear not only when a proponent is absolutely sure about the claim and an audience is absolutely against it. It can
also arise from the fact that the degrees of agents’ beliefs diﬀer or belong
to diﬀerent intervals. Say that degrees from ( 12 , 1] mean accepting the claim
and degrees from [0, 12 ] mean rejecting the claim. Then, Perseus can verify
the property with respect to the conﬂict of opinion checking if e.g. such
a AG n formula holds in a given model:
1,4
M !3,4
prop (pt<10 ) ∧ M !aud (pt<10 )

where prop and aud mean the proponent and the audience, respectively,
and pt<10 is a propositional variable which expresses that the temperature
is lower than 100 C. This formula should be read as follows: “The proponent
believes that the temperature is lower than 100 C with the degree 34 and the
audience believes the temperature is lower than 100 C with the degree 41 ”.
If the inter-agent conﬂict of opinion is resolved, we talk about the
success of persuasion. The persuasion P = (a1 ; a2 ; . . . ; ak ) can be successful when after performing actions a1 , a2 , . . ., ak by the proponent, it is
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possible that the audience will believe the claim with some expected degree.
We assumed that an agent accepts the claim if he believes it in a degree
higher than 12 . Then, the Perseus software can check if the proponent’s persuasion may be successful:
3,4
3(prop : P )(M !aud
(pt<10 )).

This formula states “If the proponent performs arguments P then it is
possible that the audience will believe the claim with the degree 34 ”.
In some circumstances, an agent may have a chance to achieve only
the subjective success. That is, after execution of P the proponent may
believe that he achieved a goal while he actually did not, which means that
he wrongly evaluated the results of his persuasion. Perseus may provide an
answer whether there is a risk of such a situation:
3,4
4,4
3(prop : P )[M !prop
(M !aud
(pt<10 )) ∧ ¬M !3,4
aud (pt<10 )].

The formula states “If the proponent performs arguments P then it is possible he will believe that the audience is convinced with the degree 34 , but
the audience will not believe the claim with this degree”.
The other property that the model-checker can verify is whether the
proponent predicts (believes) that he is able to succeed. Otherwise, he
may not start persuasion even though he had all necessary means to win.
Such a situation can be expressed by the formula:
4,4
4,4
M !0,4
prop [3(prop : P )(M !aud (pt<10 ))] ∧ (prop : P )(M !aud (pt<10 )).

If the formula holds in a given model, then the proponent is absolutely sure
that his persuasion P will fail (the proponent believes with the degree 40
that the audience may become convinced to the claim with the degree 44 ),
while P would actually lead him to success (after persuasion P the audience
will believe the claim with the desired degree 44 ).
The persuasiveness depends on the arguments (their quality as well
as length and order of argument sequence) and on the credibility of proponent. The same proponent convincing the same audience with the use of
diﬀerent quality arguments may arrive at diﬀerent results of the persuasion. Say that if the proponent gives verbal argument “One of your thermometers is placed wrongly since it is too close to a heater” (action a1 ),
then he will win with non-absolute strength:
3,4
M !1,4
aud (pt<10 ) → (prop : a1 )(M !aud (pt<10 )).

We read this formula as follows “If the audience believes the claim with the
degree 14 then always after the execution of the action a by the proponent,
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the audience will believe the claim with the degree 34 ”. On the other hand, if
the proponent will perform a nonverbal persuasive action moving the thermometer to another place (action a1 ) (proving this way that the temperature
is lower than 100 C), he may obtain audience’s utter conviction:
1,4
M !aud
(pt<10 ) → 3(prop : a2 )(M !4,4
aud (pt<10 )).

The next property of persuasion is the length and order of argument
sequence. Say that the proponent is able to convince the audience to believe
the claim in the degree 34 with support of argument sequence a1 ; a2 ; a3 . The
questions we may want to ask to the Perseus system are, ﬁrstly, whether
it is possible to convince the audience using fewer than three arguments
and obtain exactly the same result (or possibly even better), and, secondly,
whether it is possible to obtain a better result performing these arguments
in a diﬀerent order, e.g. a3 ; a1 ; a2 ? The ﬁrst question is expressed by such
a formula:
3,4
3(prop : a1 ; a2 ; a3 )(M !3,4
aud (pt<10 )) ∧ 3(prop : a4 )(M !aud (pt<10 )).

This formula means that “If the proponent gives three arguments a1 , a2 , a3
then the audience will believe the claim with the degree 34 and if the proponent gives only one argument a4 then the audience will believe the claim
with the same degree of 34 ”. The second question is expressed by such a formula:
4,4
3(prop : a1 ; a2 ; a3 )(M !3,4
aud (pt<10 )) ∧ 3(prop : a3 ; a1 ; a2 )(M !aud (pt<10 )).

This formula says that “If the proponent gives three arguments a1 , a2 , a3
then the audience will believe the claim with the degree 43 and if the proponent order them diﬀerently, i.e. a3 ; a1 ; a2 , then the audience will believe
the claim with the higher degree of 44 ”.
Persuasiveness can be also aﬀected by the credibility of a proponent.
Assume that the audience ﬁnds a proponent prop1 unreliable. As a result, it
does not trust what the proponent says or acts and therefore none of prop1 ’s
arguments will convince aud. On the other hand, if another proponent prop2
is a leader of a group of agents or a specialist, then his arguments may
have great persuasive power. In other words, the same arguments can cause
diﬀerent results depending on an agent who performs them:
4,4
¬3(prop1 : P )(M !4,4
aud (pt<10 )) ∧ 3(prop2 : P )(M !aud (pt<10 )).

5.3. Verbal and non-verbal persuasive actions
In [5], the syntax and semantics of AG n logic is enriched to allow the
representation and veriﬁcation of properties related to the type of actions
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performed in persuasion. Every persuasive action is described by 3-tuple
(m, β, δ) which ﬁxes a content of a message m sent in the action, a goal α of
executing action and the way it is performed. Formally, the set of persuasive
actions Πp ⊆ Π0 is deﬁned as follows:
Πp = {(m, β, δ) : m ∈ C, β ∈ F, δ ∈ ∆}
where C is a set of contents, F is a set of formulas of AG n and ∆ is a set
of symbols representing means of actions, i.e., ways they can be performed.
This set can consist of the elements such as: ver – for verbal actions, nver
– for nonverbal actions.
Consider the example given in [8]. John prepares shrimps for a dinner. Mary wants him to add some curry and says “Don’t you think these
shrimps need curry?”. John is not convinced that it will make shrimps taste better and refuses to do it. Mary quits trying to persuade him verbally
and tries nonverbal strategy. She goes to the kitchen cupboard, climbs onto
the step-stool and begins searching through the upper shelves of the cupboard. Finally, she goes down with a smile and gives him a can of powder. John looks at her and says “Well, yeah, sure, O.K...”. The eﬀort that
Mary put in ﬁnding curry ﬁnally made him add curry. In other words,
the physical actions resulted in success while verbal action failed. Observe
that both arguments – verbal and nonverbal – sends (more or less) the
same message m of how important Mary thinks the curry is. That is, the
means of sending the message can give diﬀerent results in persuading
a receiver of that message.
We say that a goal of an action is achieved if after execution of this
action a state, in which it is satisﬁed, is reached (a formula expressing the
goal is true in this state). For example, suppose an action a = (m, β, δ)
executed by Mary. The goal of this action is achieved if there exists a state
s such that s is a result of a and s |= β.
Perseus can verify if the same content sent with the same goal but by
diﬀerent means (verbal vs. non-verbal) brings about diﬀerent results:
1,1
3((m, M !1,1
John (p), nver) : M ary)M !John (p)∧
1,1
¬3((m, M !1,1
John (p), ver) : M ary)M !John (p).

where p means that “shrimps with curry are better”. The property expresses
that Mary’s nonverbal action of sending m is successful, while verbal action
of sending m is not. Moreover, it is possible to test which content can cause
the success assuming that the goal and means are the same:
3((m1 , β, δ) : i)β ∧ ¬3((m2 , β, δ) : i)β.
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5.4. Playing a dialogue game
In [3], we extend the AG n logic to allow the formulation of questions
referring to the properties of persuasion in agent dialogue games. Consider
a dialogue given in [12]:
Paul:

My car is safe. (making a claim)

Olga:

Why is your car safe? (asking grounds for a claim)

Paul:

Since it has an airbag. (oﬀering grounds for a claim)

Olga:

That is true, (conceding a claim) but this does not make your car
safe. (stating a counterclaim)

Paul:

Why does that not make my car safe? (asking grounds for a claim)

Olga:

Since the newspapers recently reported on airbags expanding without cause. (stating a counterargument by providing grounds for the
counterclaim)

Paul:

Yes, that is what the newspapers say. (conceding a claim) OK, I
was wrong that my car is safe. (retracting a claim)

The dialogue actions will move the system to a new model in which the
sets of commitments will be enriched with new formulas. In our approach
this dialogue is a sequence of the following actions:
((P aul : claim(p)); (Olga : why(p)); (P aul : argue(q, q → p; p));
(Olga : concede(q)); (Olga : claim(¬p)); (P aul : why(¬p));
(Olga : argue(r, r → ¬p; ¬p)); (P aul : concede(r)); (P aul : retract(p))).
Perseus will be able to verify that the dialogue satisﬁes a property. For
example it can check whether the formula
3(P aul : claim(p))(CP aul p ∧ 3(d)¬CP aul p)
is true at the state s of the model M. 3(d) is the abbreviation for:
3(Olga : why(p)) 3(P aul : argue(q, q → p; p))3(Olga : concede(q))
3(Olga : claim(¬p)) 3(P aul : why(¬p))(Olga : argue(r, r → ¬p; ¬p))
3(P aul : concede(r)) 3(P aul : retract(p)).
The formula says that at the beginning Paul announces that his car is safe
and after the dialogue d he withdraws from this statement.
The Perseus tool may also ﬁnd the dialogue after which Paul is not
committed to the proposition p. It is done by parametric veriﬁcation of the
expression
3(P aul : claim(p))(CP aul p ∧ 3(?)¬CP aul p).
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In other words, Perseus will look for a sequence of actions such that if it is
replaced with the symbol ? then this expression becomes a formula true at
state s of M [6]. The parametric veriﬁcation requires searching the whole
dialogue game, i.e., all possible dialogues allowed by a given protocol.
5.5. Strategies and victory in a persuasion dialogue
In [4], the AG n logic is extended to enable the formal veriﬁcation of strategies allowing an agent to become victorious in a dialogue game. A victory
can be speciﬁed in diﬀerent ways, e.g. it may be assumed that the proponent i is the winner if the opponent has conceded i’s main claim and the
opponent is the winner if the proponent i has retracted i’s main claim [12].
Let win(i) mean that i is a winner of a given dialogue game, t be a topic
(i.e. a conﬂict formula), prop – a proponent and opp – an opponent. Then:
(1) win(prop) is true in a state, in which Copp (t) holds, and (2) win(opp) is
true in a state, in which ¬Cprop (t) holds. Using a given speciﬁcation for a
victory, we can ask: is it possible that after performing a dialogue d between
i and ī played in accordance with the protocol P , it will be the case that
the proposition win(i) will hold.
A more interesting question would be to ask which dialogue (sequence
of moves) allows an agent to win a dialogue game. This question requires
our model checker to perform parametric veriﬁcation by searching for a legal
dialogue (a dialogue played according to a given protocol) such that it is
possible that after performing it the proposition win(i) will hold. The answer
to this question would allow an agent to plan how to play the dialogue game,
however, it has a limitation. Unlike some other types of sequences of actions,
a dialogue always consists of actions executed not only by one agent, but
also by his adversary. It means that part of a sequence is not under control
of a given agent. As a result, even though i knows that a particular sequence
leads him to the victory, this sequence may not be performed in a dialogue,
since ī may execute the action allowed by a dialogue protocol, but other
than considered by i. Say that a sequence claim p; why p; p since q; ...;
concede s allows i to win a dialogue. Yet, in the second move ī may execute
claim ¬p instead of why p.
The important property of a persuasion dialogue game is an existence of
a strategy which allows an agent to win the game. A strategy for an agent i
can be deﬁned as a function from the set of all ﬁnite legal dialogues in which
i is to move into Lc [13]. Intuitively, i has a strategy if he has a plan of how
to react to any move of his adversary. Say that the ﬁrst move claim p is performed by i. At this state, i considers how he will respond after all possible
moves that ī is allowed to make at the next stages of a dialogue. In particu118
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lar, he may plan that at the subsequent stage if ī executes why p, then his
response will be: p since q (instead of, e.g., retract p), if ī executes claim ¬p,
then his response will be: why ¬p (instead of, e.g., concede ¬p), and so on.
An agent may want to know if a strategy that he adopted guarantees him
victory in a given dialogue game regardless of what actions his opponent will
perform, i.e. if his strategy is winning. A strategy is a winning strategy
for i if in every dialogue played according to this strategy i accomplishes
his dialogue goal [13].
The question about a winning strategy has some limitations, since in
some systems of persuasion dialogue a player may avoid losing simply by
never giving in [12, p. 1021], e.g. an opponent may repeat why α as a response to any assertion that the proponent performs, such as claim α or
β since α. In such cases, we may want to ask if a strategy allows an agent to
reason not about the guarantee but about the possibility of victory. Intuitively, a strategy gives i chance for success if there is a dialogue game
played according to this strategy such that i accomplishes his dialogue goal.
Knowing that the strategy has this feature allows an agent to make decision about which strategy he should adopt in order to have a chance to
win. Even though the agent is not sure if he will win, the information that
one strategy can bring him success and the other cannot is better than
no information.
This type of question has also some limitations. Say that an agent knows
that ten strategies allow him to be victorious. How can he decide which
strategy to choose? Thus, an agent may wish to know in how many cases
a strategy gives him a chance to win. Assume a class of dialogue games
in which there is a ﬁnite number of possible game’s scenarios. Let k2 be
the number of all dialogues played according to a given strategy, and k1 be
a number of dialogues played according to this strategy in which a given
agent i accomplishes his dialogue goal. If k1 and k2 are ﬁnite, then we say
that this strategy gives i chance for success in a degree kk12 . If they
are inﬁnite, the degree of chance for success is not deﬁned. Knowing that ten
strategies allows him to be victorious and knowing their degrees of chance
for success allows an agent to choose among them and, in consequence, to
maximize his chance to win.
Formally, the properties of dialogue systems concerning the strategies
in a dialogue game can be speciﬁed and veriﬁed with the use of the strategy
operators, e.g.
– hhiii true U win(i) – there is a strategy for agent i which ensure that
i will win the dialogue game, i.e. there exists a winning strategy in
a game,
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– hii0.5 true U win(i) – there is a strategy which allows an agent i to win
a dialogue game with degree higher than 0.5,
– hhiii true U (M !1,1
)t – there is a strategy for agent i which ensure that
ī
i’s adversary will believe the topic t with degree 11 ,
– hhiii trueU Cī (t) – there is a strategy for i which ensure that i’s adversary
will be committed to the topic t,
– hhpropiiG(terminate → win(prop)) – the proponent has such a strategy
that he is a winner every time when the dialogue terminates (i.e. the
proposition terminate is true),
– hpropiG(terminate → win(prop)) – the proponent has such a strategy
that if the dialogue terminates then he may be a winner.

6. Conclusions
The paper presents the Perseus model checker which allows the formal
veriﬁcation of persuasion in multi-agent systems. Perseus is built upon the
AG n logic and performs both the standard model checking method and the
parametric veriﬁcation. In the ﬁrst case, the tool checks if a given AG n formula is true in a given model, while in latter case it searches for answer
to a question about a given property of persuasion in a multi-agent system. Formally it means that for an AG n expression with unknowns Perseus
searches for such values that if the unknowns are replaced with those values,
the expression becomes true in a given state and a given model. Perseus is
designed and adjusted to verify diﬀerent properties of persuasion related
to inﬂuence of persuasion on agent uncertainty, conﬂict of opinion which
initiates persuasion, persuasiveness, the type of means of sending a persuasive message (verbal or non-verbal), playing a persuasion dialogue game and
strategies allowing an agent to wine a dialogue game.
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